EARTH AWARE

You can change the world
Earth Aware week is the perfect time for you to reflect on you influence on the environment. In fact we all need
to actively promote the sustainability of our land, water and air through individual efforts in order to ultimately
create collective, widespread impact.
Whether you choose this time to finally get on board with climate change and other issues, make plans to conserve
energy for environmental and economical reasons or you take a few minutes to take the carbon footprint test then
make a plan for the year (or more) ahead to work on reducing your carbon footprint, “Earth Aware” is a great time to
start thinking about making these changes, especially long term.
Learn more about the environment.
Now is a good time for you, your family and friends to make a commitment to learning more about the environment
and how you can help to protect it. Read up on issues such as pollution, endangered species, water shortages,
recycling, and climate change. Join a local group that undertakes activities to help protect the environment in your
area. In fact keep at it all week so that hopefully this” thinking green“becomes a lifelong habit.
Green Forever
Reduce, re-use and recycle all day long. Avoid items that come in lots of packaging. Always take your drink
container with you, and don't use any disposable plates or cutlery.
Teach others about the environment. Teachers, professionals, students, and Dr Baumann Skinologists, in fact
anyone who cares about the environment and is willing to teach others, should provide environmental lessons for
others.
The Bionome Factor
The Dr Baumann Cosmetic Company and Point of Skin promote Green and Bionome as a life long commitment
to their customers, the environment and animals.

All Dr Baumann products are Bionome meaning:
People/skin friendly, baby, toddler and child friendly, environmentally friendly and animal friendly
•Free of Chemical Preservatives
•Free of Chemical Sunscreens
•Free of ingredients of Animal Origin
•Free of Mineral Oils
•Free of Fragrance
•Free of Colorants
•Free of Oxygen
•Free of unnecessary paper packaging
We spend money on Valuable ingredients not on useless paper packaging
Dr Baumann Salons/Spas and Point of Skin will be offering loads of irresistible promotions and treatments all in
celebration of Earth Awareness
Remember: Anything to help our environment is a perfect thing to do on Earth Aware Day and every day. Don't
restrict yourself to just one day or one week a year; learn about how you can make a difference to environmental
protection all the time. And put it into practice - every day!

Your personal guarantee from Dr. Baumann Bionome Cosmetics; A visibly more beautiful skin in just 3-5 weeks!

Irresistible offers from Dr Baumann

WITH A PURCHASE OF:
Dr. Baumann cream for
SENSITIVE Normal and
Dry Skin 30ml Valued at
R549 you will receive a
SkinIdent Facial
Cleanser valued at
R179 FREE OF CHARGE.
You save R179 - This is a
33% discount

WITH A PURCHASE OF:
Dr. Baumann Beaucaire
cream INTENSIVE RICH
for DRY SKIN, 50ml
Valued at R317 you will
receive a Dr. Baumann
Cleansing Milk 75 ml
valued at R133 FREE OF
CHARGE. You save R133
- This is a 42% discount

For the Man in your Life
WITH A PURCHASE OF: Dr.
Baumann Intensive
Lotion 75ml, Valued at
R494 you will receive a
Dr. Baumann Cleansing
Gel 75 ml valued at
R133 FREE OF CHARGE.
You save R133 - This is a
27% discount

For Teenage Skin WITH A
PURCHASE OF: Dr.
Baumann MULTI VITAMIN
LOTION - NEW - for Young
Skin Valued at R339 you
will receive a Dr.
Baumann Cleansing Gel
75 ml valued at R133
FREE OF CHARGE. You
save R133 - This is a 25%
discount

Available from 21 - 27 March or while stocks last
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